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Campbell Resigns ISRAD Post
Quits During Dispute Over Personnel, Management
Former Gov. Jaek M. Campbell

is resigning as director of the
UNM Institute for Social Reason
and Development (ISRAD).
His resignationt coming in the
midst of heavy controversy
concerning ISRAD personnel and
management, is to be effective
Jan. 1~ 197.2.
Campbell said the reason for his
resignation is the fact that he, as
President of the Federation of
Rocky Mountain States, canno~
devote enough time to ISRAD.
url'his project, to which I am
deeply committed,. will demand
most of my time in the months
ahead/' he said..
''I also have additional
commitments. and all these things
will not permit me to devote the
appropriate time and attention to
ISRAD.u Campbe11 said.
Regret
UNM President Fe!l'el Heady
has expressed regret at accepting
Campbell's :resignation. Heady
said that Campbell has provided
"excE!ptionally capable

leadership" to ISRAD in
He said, uor course, it hasn't
"sometimes trying been all sweetness and light. By its
circumstauces.,
very nature, ISRAD is almost
"The University would have bound to become involved in
beeu pleased at any time if controversy. But social change
Governor Campbell had found it does not come about without
feasible to devote more time to some controversy. 11
1SRAD,'' Heady said.
Arthur Blumetlfeld, assistant
Gratificaticm
director of ISRAD, said, "We
Campbell stated that he is very
deeply regret losing him. He has gratified that UNM has included
done an outstauding job as the in its new ISRAD charter a
director of lSRAD. u
commitment to devote some of its
Marshall Nason, director of the energies and resources to helping
Language and Area Center, said, solve social problems,
•tJ suppose most people associated
"The scope of ISRAD has been
with ISRAD regret his resignation,
considerably
broadened through
asl do.
"My association with Goveruor its new operational charter. The
Campbell has been a very pleasant executive comn1ittee for lSR.AD
and meaningful one, I feel that he has made a firm commitment to
accomplished a great deal as the the ISRAD concept,'' he said.
director if lSRAD," he said.
"We have made gains in
Campbell said he is proud of the management and organization
the progress and development of of ISltAD, and although there is
lSRAD. "We are providing, with still work to be done in these
generally limited resources, mauy areas, the university has developed
valuable services to this state aud the mechartism for contirtuing
its citizens."
development," Campbell said.

Qualification Hearing Reset

House Decorations at Pi Beta Phi

Tour, Queen Crowning

Pineda Disqualifies Self on Case Highlight Homecoming
A Student Court justice has
disqualified himself for conflict of
intE!rest itt the legal battle
currently being waged by Louis
Duncan and Charlie Jones for
rE!instatement on the ASUNM
Senate election ballot.
Duncan was disqualified by the
ASUNM Electiort Cotnntission for
missing a mandatory candidate's
meeting white JoneS' was
disqualified for not havirtg the
required 7 5 signatures em his
petition.
Justice Charles Pineda, also a
candidate for Senate, said, uSince
the hearing irtvolves the election
and another candidate's petition, I
feel it would be improper for me

to make a judgement.,

If he is elected ·to Senate,
Pineda would have to resign from
the court, said John Mc::Guffin,
chief justice.
Agreement of three justices in a
quorum, McGuffin said. Besides
McGuffin three e>ther justices,
Donna ·Hammonds, Sam Johnson
artd Charles Mingle, remairt to
hear the case.
McGuffin has tentatively
advanced the hearing date on the
E!ligibility ruling challenge to
Monday ~<at the earliestu because
lawyers ar~ not yet available from
the Student l3ar Association,
Prior to the change; McGuffin
had ordeted the Elections

Commission to enter their plea by
3 p.m. Friday, 1'he ltettring was set
for Sunday,
McGuffin said the defense
would have to ~:mter their plea,
and the plaintiff submit a
.re-written complaint "within 24
hours after lawyers are available.' 1
He added he expedted lawyem to
be available by today to Mt as
counsel for both sides in the case,
and ordered both sides to meet in
the ASUNM offices "about 4 p.m.
today."
Appeals may be taken to UNM
President Ftirrel Heady or the
Board of Regents "if they wilt
take it, 11 McGuffin said.

The Homecoming house decoration tour will begin at
6:80 p.m. today, causing some University streets to be
blocked off from traffic between 4 and 11 p.m.
Cars will be towed away at the ownerts expense if they
remain on the route, which runs west along Redondo .
from Girardt then heads east on University to Sigma Chi '
and Mesa Vista Roads.
Also tonight, a dance will be held in the UNM Arena
from 9 to 12 p.m. Admission is 50 cents with student ID
to hear Judas and a new group.
At 10;30 the Homecoming queen will be crowned and
the house decoration winner will be announced.
At the football game tomorrow, the Lobo marching
band will play and the queen will be presented during
halftime.

Teacher Analysis Ill

Education Uses Q,wn Evaluation Instrument
member gathers for his own usc is
usually not shared and I am not
sure that it should be," he said.
Lawrence said that there are
three basic ways of evaluating
faculty: student evaluation, peer
evaluation, and self·evaluation,
Of the three, self-evaluation is
the type that is used the most.
"Self·evaluation is the normal
procedure when a faculty member
is tn•ing for a higher position or
salary, stated Lawrence,
"A faculty member is expected
to stat:t the proceedings if he
wants a better position by turning

(Editot's Note: This is the third
in a series on teachet: evaluation at
:UNM.)
By MARK EVANOFF

editorial

Viet Vets Amendment
Although in Tuesday's election the voters take care of "our boys who were over
passed amendment No. 5 allowing the there,'' the legislators should examine
legislature to provide scholarships for carefully the implications of setting up a
Vietnam veterans, they did so by a very highly restrictive class of people with special
narrow margin. The division on the question privilege. Such action can always set an
was a scant 990 votes by the latest ballot unwholesome precedent for other special
classes.
tallies.
Political observers say the legislature is
This clear evidence of deeply divided
already
divided on tlie question. We hope
opinion on the question of special
scholarships should caution the legislators to this division rests solely on the merits of
move slowly on any measure to implement establishing a privileged class within the
student population, not emotional issues of
the program.
Although it would be politically easy to our disquieting involvement in Vietnam.
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"Now, let me make this perfectly clear- when I hinted of cuts in UN support and foreign
aid, I did11't mea11 ... "

bema._ _ _ __
'Intellectual Mafia' Charged
By DONALD SKABELUND
above themselves.
Kathy Ptacek's Interview with
"RehnquisL is a shrewd,
Charles Daniels on the Powell- calculating, intelligent person with
Re hnquist nomination to the evil tendencies. By evil I mean he
Supreme Court (Lobo., is insensitive to the problems or
Wednesday, Nov. 3) deserves people not in his class and those
wider readership than it will get. who don't share his beliefs. He's
To the extent that Daniels was the type of person who would
quoted accurately, he exhibit~ the work well under a totalitarian
pernicious effect; that ideological government. He's a law and order
monopoly in. the law schools is person: the law and order
having on the professionalism or applying to everyone except
those who practice law.
officials." Here is the voice o£
By Daniel's intemperate moderation speaking, In case it
remarks I understand him to mean seems impossible to pack so much
there is one truth io jttrisprudece, prejudice into four short
and he and his brothers are in sentences, run through them
possession or it, and rurthennore, again: seeing is believing.
those who demur are not just in
"[ believe Black was the finest
etror, but immoral. Samples? Supreme Court Justice we ever
Weigh these,
had. It's an insult to his memory
"., , although (sic) Powell is a to nominate some of those
conservative and a Southerner by buffoons Nixon sUggested (Powell
birth and background he would be and Rehnquist excepted)." I
fairer than Rehnquist.'' Now, presume Daniels bad in mind
that's really overcoming Haynsworth .and Carswell, whom
handicaps, isn't it. Magnanimous! those buffoons on the ABA
I bear witness that both Powell, Committee on the Federal
and Daniels can, and do, rise Judiciary approved unanimously.

I could venture, too, there is one
buffoon sitting as a member or
the Court who is also an insult to
the late Justice's memory, and I
would happily join with Daniels in
efforts to remove him.
You see, it works like this,
Wlten the intellectual Mafia or the
left deal in such invective, it
passes !or "expert opinion," When
someone on the right tries it,
that's "character assassination."
Neo·McCarthyism is alive and
well, thank you, and thrives on
Ame.rican campuses.
Daniels would like the Supreme
Court to remain a standing
Constitutional Convention- so
long as it remains a "Daniel's
Court," no doubt. Very well, but
why can't he and his tribe suffer
those who do not, without
impuning their morals, or for that
matter, their patriotism? Try
substituting "Daniels" for
Rehnquist," and "communist'' for
totalistarian" in the philippic
above, and you will see what I
mean.

between two men (or two
groups), one of which is relatively
good and one or whi1::h is
relatively eYil, the better man (or
group) is undercut and destroyed,
and the worse man (or group)
profits.
Why? Because there is nothing
the good can gain from the evil
except a share of its mistakes,
failures and irrationality. The evil,
on the other hand, has everything
to gain from such a
collaboration-a share of the
good's suceess, wealth, and
rationality,

This principle is why the U.S.
should get out of the UN. We have
~verything to lose by •staying
m-as we have been leammg ever
since Korea. Conununism has
everything to gain from the U.S.
remaining in the UN 1 as we have
also been learning.
Since its beginning, the UN has
been sold to public school
children as the salvation of the
World. Too many persons have
not thought to question what
they were taught.

United Nations
According to. numerous news
!Almmentators, ir you believe the
ll,S, should get out of the UN
(whatever your renson), ipso
facto, you ate like a petulant
child. This is argument by
intimidation~ Argument by
in titnidation is au attempt to
evade acknowledging, not just the
principle at stake, but the very
filet; that a principle is at stake.
A principle pointed out by Ayn
Rand is most relevant to this
issue: in any collaboration
Page2

Diana Atrtsden

negotiations with Russia on the
Sino-Soviet Border Dispute. ·
Huang 'organi~ed training
claR.~es in guerilla warfare for
college students in the 1930s and
was the first volunteer to go into
the Chinese-Soviet area,
Trained By Chou
At 58, Huang is one of the
most senior diplomats of the
g1·oup of Chinese diplomats
trained by \Jhou En-Lai to press
Chinese foreign policy objectives
after the communists came to
power in 1949,
He first came to the attention
of western diplomats as one of the
Chinese negotiators at the Korean
Truce Talks in Panmunjom in
1953, whe~e he was known for his
sea thing denunciations of the
United States,
Subsequently he headed the
Chinese delegation to the 1954
Geneva conference in Indochina
and then returned to various posts
in the foreign ministry in Peking
from 1954 to 1960, From 1f!60
to 1965, he was the Chinese
ambassador to Ghana. He then
served as Chinese ambassador to
Cairo from 1966 to 1969, when
he was notable as virtually the
only Chinese diplomat in the west
who was not :recalled to Pekin~:
during the Cultural Revolution.
Speaks English
Now Ambassador to Canada, he
speaks fluent English, is always
friendly in public, carefully
quelifies his few public comments
and does most of his work out of
the public eye.
His arrival in Canada last July,
nine months after the two
countries established diplomatic
relations, was apparently delayed
14 weeks so the ambassador could
join the first round of talks in
Peking with U.S. Presidential
Adviser Henry Kissinger, which
led to President Nixon's planned
visit to China.
He and his wife have three
children, ranging in age from 5 to
19, who remain in China,

(Editor's Note; The men who
represent }led China at the United
Nations will be the focus of most
diplomacy and governmental
interaction with that nation. Here
is a personal look at those
delegates,)
By United Press International
Whether they're speaking
English or Mandarin, Communist
China's two top men at the
United Nations are not expected
to make things any easier for the
western nations.
Chiao Kuan·Hua and Huang
Hua were named to guide
Communist China's
policies-Chiao as head of the
10·man delegation and Huang as
the representative in the
important security council seat,
Both men are old line
communists and both are savvy in
the ways of the west,
Chiao, 63, is a former journalist
and one·time aide to Chou En·Lai.
He int{'rrupted his studies in
Germany in 1937 to return home
to help fight the Japanese. He
became a political analyst on
international affairs and wrote for
the Chinese Communisty Party's
Hsinhua Daily News during World
War II.
Editor
He was also editor of the
communist paper Wan·Hui and
wrote under the pen name of
Chiao Mu. He headed the South
China branch of the New China
News Agency (NCNA) in Hong
Kong from 1946·49.
Chiao traveled to the United
Nations in 1950 as an adviser to
Communist China's delegation
which appeared before the
Security Council during the
debate on the Taiwan question.
Later, he served as adviser to the
delegation to the Geneva
Conference.
In 1964 he was named Vice
Minister of Foreign Affairs and
was recently in charge of China's

letters. • •
Misquotation Charged

I would like to point out a
glaring and significant
misquotation (among other less
significant ones) in the front page
article in Wednesday's Lobo
concerning the Supreme Court
nominee.
I have never said, publicly or
privately, that I "did not think a
woman should be on the Supreme
Court as yet." Perhaps your
reporter misunderstood my
comment that I never thought
Nixon would appoint a woman
this time around.
The appointment of women to
the Court is long overdue. It is a
shameful situation when the
institution dedicated to the
preservation or the rights or all
citizens is a private men's club.
Would you please print this
correction in the same prominent
location as you printed the
misquotation.
Charles Daniels

Jail Conditions

As a missionary worker visiting
the Bernalillo County JaU almost
weekly for the past two and a half
years, I am happy to see that the
inmates are taking the sheriff and

county commissioners to court,
From what I myself have
observed, there is cruel and
unusUal punishment in our county
jail,
I have met men serving
sentences or awaiting to appeal
their case who have gone over six
months without any opportunity
for physical exercise or fresh air.
Men under such mental duress
that they have attempted sUicide
and been locked in tiny, black
solitary cells for as long as two
months.
Since the riots in mid.June I
have been unable to take the men
any reading material except hard
cover Bibles. Every jailer gives a
different reason Cor this policy
each time he is questioned. Once I
was told the reason was because
the men flush magazinell down the
toilets and clob the plumbing, The
inmates assure me that they
would gladly use toilet paper
rather than magazines if they were
supplied with toilet paper,
I have sMn puddles of water
and piles of trash. The inmates tell
me that they do not enjoy living
with Sllch dirt. I have also been
told on a number or occasions by
a number of different men that
they must beg the jailers for a
mop or broom or !ol" cleanser to
clean their showers.
The United States is a country
where men are supposedly
innocent until proven guilty, Yet
our jails are filled with men and
womlln too poor to post bond
while awaiting. trial who, for
weeks or months must endure
conditions most people would
find intolerable for their pets.
It is my heatfelt prayer that
justice m~y come to the Bernalillo
County Jail.
Mary Steele
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Student evuluation has been
used in the college or educ&tion
for some time according to Dean
Richard Lawrence; however, its
use is not required hy the college.
"Many of the faculty use their
own instruments fo~· student
evaluation of themselves but we
do not require them to do so," he
said.
"The data that the faculty

Planning A Trip to Europe?
Get Your Reservations Now

I
I

li
li

li

By LOIS BRUTON
"Anyone anticipating going to
Europe next summer on a charter
flight should be making
arrangements now,". said Pat
Carroll, director of the Office of
International P.:ograms and
Services. Despite the price war
among many transatlantic
airlines, Carroll says the charter
flights are still the cheapest way
to fly.
"In the summer of 1970 a
charter airline company with a
post office box for an address
stranded 2000 students in Europe
by going bankrupt," Carroll said,
Following this, the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB)
stiffened the regulations governing
charter flights and passed what is
known as the six month rule.
Stranded
The six month rule specifies
that anyone traveling on a charter
flight must have been a member
of the sponsoring organization for
at least six months prior to
departure. Last summer, some
students were stranded in Europe
again, but "that was because they
were not eligiblE> to fly and were
bounded by the. CAB,"Carroll
snid. "ThE>y arP being V{>ry sticky
about it. If anyone wants to avoid
being stranded next summer, he
must join an organization soon."
Carroll specified several
organizations which are
scheduling flights, but there are
many others. Alliance Franciase
to France and the Institute de
Cultura de Hispanica to Spain
were two. Another is the
American Association of Teachers
of Spanish and Portugues but
members are not required to be
teachers of anything,
"The AAUP has the most
satisfactory schedules Cor faculty
members, but, of course one must
be a professor," Carroll said.
Different Flights
One organization even has
flights from Albuquerque. IC you
belong to the Liberal Religions
Cultural Association (even if you
are not liberal, religious, or
cultural),
m

you can

Albuquerque to Frankfurt and
back for less than $290.
Some of the organizations
sponsor sight-seeing tours but few,
if any, require members to attend
them. You must, however, return
with the flight you arrived with.
The Office of International
Programs and Services is not a
travel agency, but students and
faculty can pick up information
regarding the organizations and
their schedules at the office at
1717 Roma NE,
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have a chance to .sit down with
the ehairman of his department.
This is because in the peer gwup
evaluation the department
chairman is extremely important.
His evaluation of the faculty
member is looked at very closely
in th!l overall evaluation of the
teacher,"
.Lawrence also felt that there
would be a problem of
distribution, expense, and getting
an honest answer from all the

students if it became mandatory
to use student evaluation.
"Many of the faculty object to
the idea to students evaluating
them because they feel that the
students are not capable," he said.
"1 am not saying that I agree with
them but they do have a point
that must be considered."
Lawrence fee!s that evaluation
of faculty members have two
purposes: whether teachers should
be kept or advanced, and to help a
teacher to understand their
weakness and strengths.

To Read Paper

Fft\Dftll

Novemb~r

"One thing that we hope to see
is that every faculty member will

Jake Spidle, visiting assistant
professor of history at UNM will
read a paper, '' Co·ope;ative
Development on Mt, Kilimanjaro:
a Case Study in Economic
Development under Mandate," at
the Northern Great Plains History
Conference in Morehead, Minn.,
Nov. 4·6.

q coffee

Friday,

in a selt'·evalua tion:"
Lawrence says that the college
of education will meet the
requirements that Vice·PresidE"nt
Chester Travelstead laid down at
the beginning of this year,
However, the approach that will
be taken has been left up to the
individual departments,
"We do not want to make the
evaluation a college wide thing
because we feel that each
department has its own special
problems and ways to make the
evaluations," Lawrence said,

HOMECOMING '71
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday) Nov. 5
ATO House
1908 Sunshine Terrace)
6:30PM House Decorations Tour
SE
9:00PM Student Dance 50¢
University Arena
Saturday) Nov. 6
2 Big Bands, Judas-Mud 6:00 PM Open House, Sororities,
Fmternities) Dorms
Saturday, Nov. 6
8:30PM "The Guess Who"
1:30 PM Football, UNM vs. Utah
Concert
4:00PM IFC Mental
Baslwtball Arena)
Readjustment Hour,
South Campus
Page :I
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Catholic Bishops Unsure
On Married Priest Iss11e.
VATICAN CITY (UPI)- The
International Synod of Roman
Catholic bishops was thrown into
confusion Thursday over a motion
on whether married men should
become priests.
More than 200 churchmen bad
to make a flat yes or no choice on
a motion so phrased that passage
could completely close the door
to the idea.
The issue touched off the
liveliest debatll since the synod
opened Sept. 30.
Synod officials decided to
postpone the vote 'until Friday
night.
They said various amendments
to the motion proposed earlier by
information,· Thete was no
question, they said, of voting on
anything e:x:cept the motion.
The motion was a revised
version of one r!;!jected Tuesday
during a first vote <m a 29-page
document in Latin on the
priesthood, one of two themes of
the synod.
· The original motion read:
"The possibility should not be
given of admitting married men to

the priesthood, not ev!ln in
particular cases, unless, keeping in
mind the universal good of the
chufch, the Supreme Pontiff, in
hi~; prudent judgment, would
indicate that the matter be subject
to examination,"
Only 10 men voted to ordain
married men. 95 said no to
married men becoming priests.
But the motion failed to win a
required two-thirds majority
because 91 prelates asked fat a
different wording in the motion.
As a result, a five- member
committee reworded the motion
and stipulated that prelate~ would
have no other choice this time but
to vote yes or no. The motion
read;
", .. Presbyterial ordination of
married men is not admitted, not
even in particular cases, unless,
bearing in mind the good of the
universal churc:h, the Supreme
Pontiff, in his prudence, would
have judged that the matter' be
subjected to examination."
Many bishops said they saw no
significant difference in the two
versions.
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Enrique Santamaria

Non-Resident Tuition Hits Hard
Foreign Student Scholar ships Instituted
. "Foreign students were hard-hit
by the increase in non·resident
tuition," said Enriqtle Santamaria,
coordinator of the International
Center, To attempt to remedy this
situation, a scholarship program
for foreign students has been
instituted.
No Residency Status
Foreign students, explained
Santamaria, cannot establish
residence in the state for tuition
purposes. For this reason, the
scholarship fund was begun, and
action is being taken statewide to
make things a bit easier on them,
There are 20 acholarships, $100
each. To qualify for an award, a
foreign student must have one
year of residence at UNM, and be
able to prove financial need. "The
awards will be based strictly on
financial need," Santamaria
stressed.
Application forms for the

scholarship may be picked up at
the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas.
These scholarships were
provided, he continued, from two
sources,' the student gove.t:nments
and International Programs and
Services, a department of the
University, International Programs
and Services provides counseling
and scholarship assistance to
foreign students, and administers
the University's summer programs
and other activities out of the
country. The $2000 scholarship
money was contributed equally
by the student governments and
International Progrnms,
Regents
Santamaria has presented the
problem to the Regents, but no
formal action has been taken, His
presentation included the
statement that foreign students
are going elsewhere because of the

SAIGON (UPI)-The U.S.
Command announced Thursday
that combat deaths last week were
two but then said the actual toll
was
of "slow

long pant sets

10°/o off
1 week only
Nov. 6 thro 12

Open 'till :'.fidtlight
.\CROSS JIR0\1 CA\IPU~
l.'1r:r~:1 d l~tJtDl.&

\.,m

l'h ~4':l..H1'J

Uses UNION
LETTUCE
on all its
Club Sandwiches

high tuition: "In 1966, the
number of foreign students was
288 or 2, 2 per cent of the total
enrollment and this year (5 years
later) the number has declined to
a low of 210 which is 1.2 per cent
of the total enrollment.''
The International Center and
the National- International
Affairs Committee are working to
get a special tuition rate. Also
sUpporting the effort are ASUNM
and GSA, which have sent lettetl!
of support to President Heady.
"We ate in the process of trying
to get the tuition reduction for
foreign students, and we are
joining forces with other foreign
students statewide, to eventually
take this issue to the legislature in
the January session," said
Santamaria. He is planning a trip
to Las Cruce~; to attend a National
Foreign Students Association
regional conf~>).'o:>nrl' Clealing with
the problem,
-~----

Selling of the Pentagon

A free film, "The Selling of the
Pentagon," will be shown Nov. 5
at 1:30 in architecture 120. The
public is invited.

----New Gospel Contse

processing." Defense Secretary
Melvin Laird has said earlier it was
"The Gospel of Jesus Christ" is
the lowest combat toll since 1965. the title of an Amistad course
The actual losses in combat last taught Wednesdays from 7 to 8 by
week were believed to be five.
Joseph Silva.
Laird said when he arrived
Wednesday night that the combat
toll would be lower than for any
New Mexico Lobo
week since 1965. When the
Vol. 75
No. 50
command announced the toll
Thursday, the figure was two.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
This was the same number of
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Americans killed in the week
Editorial Phone (505) 277ending March 8, 1965. That was
4102,277-4202
the week a U.S. Marine battalion
The N cw :Mexico Lobo Ia published
landed on the beaches near Da
do.ily every regular week of the. University year by the Boll\'d o£ Student
Nang to protect the American
Publication• of the Associated Students
air base there, and became the frrst
of the Univendty of New MeXico, and is
not financially associated with UNM.
Americans in combat in Vietnam.
Second ~las" pO>tsge pa!d at AlbuquerBut daily wat communiques
que New Mexico, 87106. Subscription
rt~t.: i• $7 lor the a.udemic yearbetween Oct. 24 and Oct. 3G-the
The opinions eXPressed on the ediueriod covered by Thursday's
torial page; of The Lob<> are thl>!!e of
the
author I!Olely. Unsigned opinion is
announcement-had reported five
that of the editorial board of The J.A>bo.
Americans killed. Four of them
Nothing nceessarily rcprwents the vie~
of the Al!.ociated Students or the Umdied in a single battle about 50
ver!ity of New Mexico.·
miles east of Saigon.

By Any Other Name It's Garbage

by Charles .Anclrews

. 1

2 Vietnam Combat Deaths
Equal to 1965 Level

SALE

Spare "'" ~ M,d,.
Change.

;
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Guess Who's Latest Album:

I

Albuquerque's freak
community held its breath for
about three days early this week,
anticip11ting the worst in the
aftermath of rock throwjng at a
dance at the Civic Auditorium
Satu1;day,
At stake W<l!i the Grateful Dead
concert scheduled for Nov, 17 in
the city arena. It's been a long dry
spell. With the exception of the
Jethro Tull concert in June, and
maybe the Mark - Almond I Elton
John one th:r.ee weeks before it,
there hasn't been a really good
rock concert in this town for nine
months. A lot of people have been
waiting a long time to see the
Dead- specifically - anyway. So
the joy which met the rumors and
finally the announcement of their
booking was equalled by the
gloom which followed the melee
at the Civic.
It was probnbly the worst
disturbance there ever: more than
$3000 damage, most of it from
the large glas's windows which
were shattered by the would - be
Goliath&. But it certainly wasn't
the first time. There has of late
been such a pattern of violence at
rock concerts here that the city
was seriously considering taking
the step the State Fair
Commission took with the fair
grounds' 'fingley Coliseum:
banning rock shows altogether at
the auditorium.
But the meeting of city officials
Tuesday, including City Manager
Richard Wilson and Civic
Auditorium Manager Jack Balfer,
did not reSI.llt in an announcemem;
of cancellation of the Grateful
Dead concert. Instead, the press
release from the meeting indicated
recognition by the officials thnt it
was always n small group who
took part in the violence, and that
the mature members of the
community who want and deserve
this kind of entertainment should
be given at least one more chance.
Actually, it was doubtful from
the beginning that the Dead
concert WQuld not be allowed at
the Civic. Some months ago the
city officials met with local
promoters and held a drawing, to
see who would be allowed to
promote what was supposed to be
the only rock show there after the
James Gang concert last August
(at which there was some minor
damage from rock throwing), It
was supposed to be a "trial''
concert; if everything went well,
talk of a ban would be put aside.
But the city fudged when they
booked a battle • of' • the • band$
affair for Oc~. 30. And it was a
very unwise move - chances for
fights and such are much greater
th nn at a concert, where
participation is much more passive

than: at a dance. What ~;hould h'ave

been anticipatjld happened; but
fQrtu nately the city fathers
:recognize the distinction between
the two events, Of course, if they
didn't they would have to admit
they cheated in allowing another
"rock concert" before the "tri;il"
one scheduled for Nov. 17, So
they would have looked pretty
bad if they had decided to cancel
the Dead concert, and a loud and
justifiable howl would surely have
been raised.
All's well that ends well, I
suppose . . . if everything goes
well at the Dead concert, after all
this. But just who ru:e these rock
throwing, knife carrying punks
who seem bent on desttoying
what slim chances we have already
of getting good concerts? What
ever happened to all the peace
freaks that were floating around
just a couple of years ago, getting
wiped out and truckin' on down
to the rock and roll show for a
few hours of good music and good
vibes?
They're st1ll around, though
some may now be Weathermen
and othefs Young Democrats and
others in the Army- Everyone
goes through changes, but not to
the point where they would
attend concerts oolely to see how
much havoc they could create,
The people who were at
Woodstock may have stood by at
Altamonte, but it was in horror;
those people loved the music too
much to try and destroy it now.
No, this is a different breed.
They've got long hair, and beards,
and they smoke and drop, and
they go to xock concerts. But
there the similarities end, These
people don't just happen into
violent circumstances, ~hey aren't
victims of police brutality, They
arm before they go to concerts.
They C!UTY knives, and even guns;
and they know right where the
rocks are, if they aren't already
carrying some around "just in
case." The same thing has been
developing over the last few years
at high school football and
basketball games; you're doing
good if you can get to your car
unharmed.
I suppose we will always have
these kind of people. But I highly
resent their calling me "brother''
and trying to foist themselves off
as Aquarian children, They've got
no right showing up at the
concerts I hold dear, with no
better purpose than to see how
many or how much they can
destroy before the evening's over,
They really don't care about the
music that much, There's a place
for people who like to oolve all
their problems with violence: it's
called The Military, and the· only

••••••••••••••••• + •••• -., .· .... , 0 ·+ • • •

"SO LONG, UANNATYNE"
The Guess Who
(RCA/LSP-457 4)
If you haven't henrd Gues~;
Who's latest all:lum but you want
it described, well, here it is, ''So
Long, Bannatyne" is Carole King,
xag, Jose Jimenez, acid rock,
Bloodrock, rhythm and blues, the
Irish Rovers, and Sha-Na-Na. By
any other name, the album is
garbage,
Side One never leaves the
listener gue1;5ing. It definitely
ahows the versatility of Gue51;
Who's garb~age. The first song,
"Rain Dance," is a top-40
rag-rock bit of non~;~ense-enough
said, "Goin' a Little Crazy," the
third .song, reveals that Guess Who
is not afraid of going to the
deepest depths of its scant musical
talent. "Is it really afternoon I
Please don't shine on harvest
noon I Oh my God it's much too
soon I How long have we played
this tune," is a bit of thil; song's
enthralling verse.
The first side has one
redeeming number- "Rain

Train." It has a deep catchy blues
theme with some acid intermixed.
Not bad.
Side Two is about as
consistently tasteless. The title
song, however, «so Long
Bannatyne," is a rather decent
DDI:ie rag piece. "Sour Suite"
u tilizP,; a C'..amfe King calibre
piano (for what that's worth) with
understable lyrics. But "One Man
people who should be in all the
armies of the world are those who
like to .fight, Let them destroy
each other, and let me live in
peace, stoned, and digging good
live music.

Army," although rather funny,
immediately precedes these two
songs and it doe.sn't set an
apprecjable mood for either,
The albums ju~;t doesn't gel, Of
~urse, the Beatles double album
of fou~: years ago didn't seem very
consistent either, But the Beatles
had proven themselves- they
could afford their musical
arrogance, Guess Who, however,
just doesn't have the musical

talent to afford the same.
Dave Brands

Environmental Action

Students for Environmental
Action will meet Nov. 5 at 7:30
p.m. at the Ecology Information
Center, 1417 Central NE. On the
agenda afe dis~;ussions of .SEA
President Marshall Kovitz's
resignation and of disagreements
with ASUNM.

Three is not a crowd....
Goldmaster wedding sets and wedding
bands are available exclusively at

.JEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual,.
TELEPHONE

(across Menaul from Coronado Center)
268-4480
6609 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

The Guess Who
for

\Ill

Homecoming

Nov. 6, 8:15pm
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS

All in tropical prints, fashioned in
super acrylic fabrics. The fabric
that looks and feels like silk, wears
like iron, and washes like a dream

d~yce

ol ;J.lawaii

hawaiian wear and &cutique
5511 Central N.E.

University Arena

ANNOUNCES

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR SEMESTER II

come true.

open every night until 8
except Sun. open II to 4

at

$4 for UNM students in advance
$5 at the door for UNM students

.

NOV. 9-NOV. 23, 1971
e All student$ enrolled in University College, Graduate School, Non-Degree Status,
College of Arts and Sciences, School of Business and Administrative Sciences, and the
College of Education will be mailed registration materials.

Tickets available at
Rack & Rail~ Budget Tapes and Records, Reidlings downtown,
111
111 Fe.
• Wmrock
'
·santa
Paris Shoes m
and Eh
~xc ange~A.T.
· ape 1n

e All students enrolled in the College of Engineering and the College of Fine Arts will
obtain registration materials in the offices of their major dep~rtments.

e

All students enrolled in the College of Nursing and the College of Pharmacy will

will obtoln registratior'l mtttetials in their college offices.

Central
&:
University
(Almost)

• The sdu;:dule of classes for Semester II will be available on Nov. 9 in college offices
and the Records Office (102 Scholes Hall).

2 blocks Enst of Snn Mateo on Central

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Friday, November 5, 1971
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Ecologists' A_mchitk.c;~ Batt/~ Gains Strength

California Sued for 1-V Riots

·

County Cites Extraordinary Expense
insurance carrier will not cover
Reprinted from the
the claims against the county for
UCSB DailY Nexus
police brutality and other abuse.
By MIKE PASlNI
The county is callin~ for a
Santa Barbara County h11s
initiated 11 class 11ction $Uit on · r!limbursement of approximately
behalf or the county taxpayers $1.5 million with the provision
against the state for damages that ~his figure may be adjusted
suffered in the Isla Vista riots of upon the attainment of m\>re
information, Should this amou11t
1970.
Donald Vickers of the County be awarded to the county, .it will
Counsel Office said the suit is produce inciirect benefits to the
based on two points: first, under taxpayers, as the costs have
state statutes the state would already been paid for in county
reimb1,1rse the county :t:or funds, If reimbu.rsement is not
extraordinary expenses, which granted, it will be county
would include the ovettime taxpayers who pick up the tab for
payments of the County Sheriff's suppressing the Isla Vista riots.
The action was filed in Los
Departmept and equipment
damage; second, the county Angeles Superior Court
maintains that the suppression of specifically against the :;tate,
riots is a matter of statewide Governor Reagan and state
concern and therefore it is a l!'inance Director Vern Orr, After
violation of equal protection laws the state has been served the
to burden the taxpayers of this action, which has not yet been
county alone with the costs done, they will have 30 days in
which to file in regl!rds to the suit,
incurred by the riots.
If the state refuses to reimburse
State Property
Also playing a part are the facts the county, the matter will have
that the riot .started on the UCSB to be resolved in court.
No Legal B;lsis
campus, which is state property,
Reaction to the suit from
then spilled over onto county
• property and that the county Sacramento was supplied by Orr,
who felt the action had no !!;!gal
LUTHERAN&
EPISCOPAL
LUTHERAN

at

~~~~.m.

·lre"R'c:v.-J:ttchal'd ·EHiott-·-.

Regular semester reviews for
UNM art graduate students will be
held this montr, Leonard L~hrer,

LPlSCOE'AL

at 9:30a.m. 8c 5:00p.m.
Wednesday and St. Days, 12:.'10 p.m.

The Rev. William-Crew~.
-at Canterbury Cnapel
425 lJniversity N E

~:foo.~g~
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e
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cutom framing
ready made frames
low prices

all kinds of original Uhmese hand

complete selection of
art supplies
15% off to students
& professors

jJaintings-scrolls-screens-walljJaper Mon.-Fri. J0-9
Sat. I0-6
Imports direct from China
Sun. 12-6
9649 Mcnaul NE--Eubank at Menau!
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I November Thunderbird.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Rouse acltnowlcdged
Thursday it had receiveQ. "some
calls and some letters" protesting
tbe big U,S, nuclear test which
will be fired under A.mchitka: .
Island Saturday. But it. refused to
say how mpny,

bnsis, Permissible reimbursement
is allowed only under cett~;~in
c(lnditions which were not met in
this case, he said. In order to
receive reimbursement :t:rom the
state, the chancellor of the
university would have had to call
up.on the state f.or such
r~imbursement at the outset of
the riot situation.

Whit~

As environmentalist prepared
to take their complaint to the
Supreme Court, a White House
aide gave courteous bu~
non·commital reception to two
C11nadians with a petition with
1 7 7, 000 names protesting the
atomic weapons test a mile
underground and 1200 miles west
of the Alaska mainland.

This was not done, according to
que~>tioned the
county's contention that the
suppression of riots i~; a statewide
concern. Since the community
receives numerous benefits from
the presence of such an
institution, it must also take the
responsibility to adequately police
!he institution, he argued,

Orr. He also

Hearing first about the suit on
television, Stephen S. Goodspeed,
vice chancellor of student affairs,
said the county action "comes as
quite a su:rpri!le," Declining to
comment further in the event of
an ensuing court case, he stated
that he had not expected the
county to take this route, It was
known, however, that the county
was seeking state reimbursement
for tlw riot expenses,

Pierre Salinger

Salinger Spealcs Tuesday
8 p.m. UnionBallroo1n
'

Grad. Students Display Art

Worship Sch~ulc:

t
1

1

,

art department chairman, has
announced,
The sessions will be Nov. 12-13
and 19-20 in the upper and lower
f9yer of the art depa~tment
building where all the students'
works will be displayed.
The 11rt building is on the
northwest corner of Terrace and
Central.
There are about 50 students
working un either their Master of
Arts 1.1r MabU!r ur J!'lue Arts tlegtee
in the studio art area, Lehrer said.
Their works will be reviewed by
a depa~tment faculty review
committee during an hour session
fo:r each student, he said. The
committee then will make
comments on the student's work,
and the student can comment ~m
his or her work to the revew
committee.
No actual grades are given,
Lehrer said.
He added the semester reviews
are a way of letting many faculty
members and additional students
see the work of other students.
Interested persons can attend
the sessions, Lehrer said.
Among the faculty members to
serve on the review committee
will be John Kacere and Van
Deren Coke. Kacere is on leave
this semester while continuing
work as a painter in New York.
He will be at UNM for the first
two days of reviews.
Coke, nlso on leave from UNM,
presently is ditecror of George
Eastman House in Rochester,
N.Y. He will seJ:Ve on the review
committee Nov. 19-20,

Pierre Salinger, former United States Senator and press
secretary to two Presidents, will speak at UNM Tuesday,
1\l'ov. 9 at 8 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Salinger's appearance is part of the ASUNM Speakers
Committee Series for this semester. Admission is free to
all UNM and University of Albuquerque students,
faculty, and staff. Other adults tickets are $1.50 and
childrens tickets $1.
Salinger, who was a prize-winning investigative reporter
for the San Francisco Chronicle newspaper after
commendable service on a subchaser during World War II,
served as press secretary to President John F. Kennedy
during Kennedy's entire term. Salinger stayed on wit.h
President Lyndon B. Johnson for five months after the
assassination of Kennedy,
He was appointed a u1emut!r u£ Lhe Senate in 1So4 to
serve out the term of the late Sen. Clair Engle of
California. He was defeated for that seat later by
Republican George Murphy.
Since leaving the White l-!ottse Salinger has written the
best seller, "With Kennedy," and a highly-praised nove.
During the 1968 presidential-campaign the San Francisco
native was press and policy advisor to the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy.
Salinger has been a very popular lecturer on the college
circuit and has appeared on such television talk shows as
the Tonight Show, the Merv Griffin Show, and the Mike
Douglas Show. Salinger is now manager of an investment
fund.

Aid to Colleges Approved
WASHINGTON (UPI)-'I'he
House Wednesday tentatively
approved a landmark $5.3 billion
program of direct federal aid to
private and public colleges similar
to aid programs enacted in 1965
for grade and high schools.
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RED
CROW
great food.( great prices
now

'Unknowns' ' works Emphasized
The works of six arlist.s will
receive special emphasis at the
annual art department faculty
C);:hibition beginning Sunday at
the UNM Art Museum.
Leonard Lehrer, chairman of
the VNM art dep~;~rtment, said the
faculty members who . are to
receive special attention "are
primarily those who have been
here SilVera! years but their works
are not widely known throughout
Albuquerque and the UNM
community.
"This will serve as an extensive
introduction so others can see>
what these people have to offer,"
Lehrer smd.
The featured faculty members
are Terry Conway, Milton
Howard, Gerry ,Johnson, Jim
Kraft, Rod Lazorik and Bryn
Manley. The works of all these
will be in the upper gallery of the
museum, except Kraft's work,
which will be in the print room.
Figurative School
Conway is in his first year a.s a
fulltime faculty member, and
Lehrer describes his painting as
characteristic of the figurative
school •
Lehrer said Howard's paintings
are non-representational, He is
also a sculptor. The department
chairman described Johnson as a
systemic sculptor interested in
modular systems.
Kraft works in photo-graphics.
His work very often is a
combination of photography with
silk screen prints, Lehrer said.
Lazorik is a still photogrnpher
who works with a large format,
Lehrer said, This means his prints
are larger than most
contemporary work, he added,
Bath drawings and sculpture by
Manley will be shown, Lehrer
said, adding that sculpture by
Manley, a native of Great Britain,
does not fit into a traditionalist
form, but still is sculpture ln a
broad sense,

The lower gallery will feature
representative works by more
than 20 other,faculty members. In
all, the exhibition will feature
about 70 works.
The format which emphasizes
works of several 11rtists is being
used this year to "challenge the
traditional format of having a
general review of all faculty
members' work, Lehrer said.
He feels that same format, year
after year, isn't the most effective
iii showing the work. "However, I
have no idea of what might be
tried next year," he added,
The exhibition will continue
through Dec. 5, The opening
reception will be from 4 until 6
and will be sponsored by The

friends of Art, Ms. Louise Lewis,
acting director of the museum,
sai4he opening reception also will
be
iree ofis charge
and the
general
public
invited.
However,,
thereafter l!dmission will be 50
cents for adults and 25 cents ror
children less than 12 years of age.
UNM faculty, staff and students
and The Friends of Art will be
admitted free at all times.

10%

discount

with UNM ID card

RW!I
1:, D CROW
·

I

5101 ZUNI SE

I

~-;::::::::::;:::~~;;;;~;;;;~SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST
K.L.H. Stereo Headphones list $49.95 now $39.95
Memorex Cassette Tape C-60 list $2.75 now $1.89
Memorex Cassette Tape C.90 list $4.05 now $2.75
Ampex Cassette Tape Library (6 ea.) C-60 llst$14.50
Join The Smilers-Shop now $6.60

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in tune-ups
brakes, air conditioning
&expert welding

7611

I N.E.

l'ltEE PICKUP & DELlVERY

cmd CLEANING
Coin·op Dry·CI~oning
and laundry
Coun•elor Always on Outy

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

These diamond
rings go to a lot of
Christmas weddings
Why are they so popular? For one thing,
the styling is spectacular. But just as
important, the prices lire very low. So come
see our collection of matched Wed-Lok®sets,
wedding bands, duos and trios. When you
see how little they cost, you'll fall in love
all over again.

Z.ALES®
JEWELERS

My, how you've changed

SUNDAY SPECIALS

Dowmown-:118 Cmlral SW

RoAsT SmLOJN

Fl\'c Points Shopping Center

{_lF HJo:Jo:F
$1.75
Served with Drown Grnvy,

Baked Potato or French
Fries, Soup or Salad, and
Vcgetllble.

Winrock
'
••. student accounts invited

Diamond solitaire trio,
14 karat gold
$225

Di.amQnd solitaire trio;

14 !<.!rat gold

$100
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given to all aspects of th!l test,
incl1,1ding the potential
environmental ri~ks," said Ziegler.
It was decided to proceed with
the test for overriding reasons .of
national security,"
Lawyer:> for the Committee [or
Nuclear Responsibility
repr!;1senting a coalition of
environmental groups, have gone
through the courts trying to stop
the bla.st on grounds the
government inadequately
investigated the likely effect of
the blast. But their petition was
denied by a U.S. District Court
and upheld by the U.S, Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia in ~ late Weonel!day
ruling,

$2.20
l. 70

Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried Potatoes,
Vegetables, Rolls &: Butter•

t.lim..m"""' If 1\' 11

it;,

' ' t.. \-

White House Press &!cretary
Ronald Ziegler, asked about the
number of complaints received at
the White H.ou:;e, replied. that
some letters• and telephone· calls
bad been received but that he did
no't know .about the volume.
. "I haven't checked ' " s11id:
;?;Jegle):.
Ziegler was asked about the
pJ:otests to the White House after
some west coast broadcasters had
urged listeners to telephone the
White !louse· to ask the President
to cancel the blast.
'
Fear Explosion
Conservationists .fear the
explosion - up to 250 times as
powerful as the bomb that
destroyed Hiroshima, with trigger
earthquakes in the geologically
unstable Northern Pacific, touch

part of the"· Aleutian chain,
through Monday, even th<>ugh tbe
test is scheduled for 5 p.m. EST
Saturd01y.
The AEC has said that the
weather .and other factors could
cause a delay in the five-megaton
blast, the most powerful
undergraund nuclear explosion
.ever detonated by the United
States.
ln answering reporters
questions ~;~t the noon briefing
Ziegler reiter11ted the
.administration's argument th~;~t
th~ government's investigation has
determined the test would not
endanger the environment,
'MoSt Careful'
"A most careful study was

CHOICE S1'EAK
4.25
srncd with Soup or Tossed

··.• J~;j·

..

catastrophic,"~

off tidal Wllves and damage marine
a11d wildlife.
The test, which the Atomic
Ent;lrgy Cormnis~ion has defended
as generally safe, will test a
warhead for the Spli:ctaJl ABM
Missile, Too big for the AEC's
. Nevada test site, the explosion
will be the last on Amchitka if aU
goes well.
,;
· Two Canadians arrived at the
White House Thur1>day morning
. with a aooo···foot.long telegram
and said it had about 177 1000
names of their fellow- countrymen
who oppose the test.
•
Nothing Promiaed
The two - Charles Templeton
and Pierre Burton of radio station
CKEY, Toronto- were
courteously received by John
· Dean,•counselor to President
Nixon. But he promised them
nothing,
The State Department,
meanwhile, announced that it
would continue to bar shipping
within three nautical miles of
Amchitka, located at the western

Annual Faculty Exhibition

CORN FED
PoRK CHoPs (2)
BREADED VEAL CUTLET
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On Capitol Hill, Senate
Democratic Leadel' Mike
Mansfield called the test
"dangerous, an outrage," and St;ln,
Edmund S. Muskie, D·Maine,
urged President Nixon to go
before · the Amel'ican people to
e;x:plain "why he overruled most
of his advisers" in approving the
test,

Sen, George S. McGovern,
(D·S.D,) an announced candidate
for President, urged Muskie and
eight other potential Democratic
!!andidates to join in protesting
tht;l test He called it "potentially·
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The House, on a 310-84 vote,
rejected ,an effort oo kill the
so-called "institutional aid"
provision in a massive higher
education bill.
But before quitting for the day
the House did kill by a 229 to 149
recorded vote a provision of the
bill to establish a program of
civics training for college students
that would have included
internships in offices connected
with local, state and federal
governments.

llt11CWERS

Cornell, S.'E. (near U.N.M.)

199.95 ea.

Whtfe House Remams Non-Comm1ttal on Issue

.

Matched W~d·Luki!ll.bands,

ALSO SERVED
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'Mafia-Style Intimidation'

Senate Judiciary' TestimQny

J

Rehnquist Cour£sl}l_R.o_le_E~plQred

FBI Frame-ups Outlined by Former Agents
By MARK BREWER
minute segment for NET's ''The
Alternative Features Service
Great American Dream Machine"
October has already seen some - interviewecl three former agents
heavy days for the FBI and police whose separate cases portray the
in general, but by the end of this characteristics of FBI frame-ups.
month, things· may get even
Charles Grimm, fOJ;merly a
hotter,
student at the University of
First came Paul Jacobs' and Alabama at Tuscaloosa, was
Saul Landau's free-lance television drafted into police and FBI
expose of FBI agents provacateur service with a 'threat by a local
who were. actually paid by the detective to jail Grimm and his
Bureau to execute bombings fiance on narcotics charges if he
planned to justify police action failecl to coopemte. Later, during
against radicals; and then the student unrest on the U of A
sensational disclosure of Louis campus, Grimm would be paid by
Tackwood'~ 14 years with the Los
the FBI to actually fire-bomb
Angeles Police Department's university buildings as an excuse
Criminal Conspiracy Section and for police to "get in there and
as a functionary in LAPD and FBI crush those communists," as
schemes to frame and/or murder Grimm's contact put it.
Black Panther leaders, suppress
Another ex-agent Jacobs
evidence favorable to Angela interviewed was David Sannes
Davis in her current case, and even who had volunteered to work
to bomb the forthcoming 1972 undercover for the FlU in the
Republican convention in San Seattle area. Sannes' assignment
Diego.
was to locate and infiltrate groups
To date, the Bureau has been interested in bombings and to aid
able to allow former finks to them in exploding a bridge which
remain at large, confident that had very little tactical
their stories were too sticky for significance.
the straight media.
However, when Sannes was told
But as Jacobs, Landau and to arrange for members of a
precious few others have shown, group-who ·had requirecl "many
the Mafia-style intimidation with weeks of persuasion to actually
which the FBI controls its paid have them carry through with the
criminals can be borken if there is bombing projects"-to die in the
someone around to hear their booby-trapped blast, he ended his
stories and make them public.
work with the Bureau.
Jacob's story-made as a 12
Jeff Desmond was Jacobs' third

FUN
OUR 1971
TABLE TENNIS
TOURNAMENT
STARTING NOVEMBER 22, 1971
SIGN UP AT
NEW MEXICO UNION
GAMES AREA
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Dancing Every Nite
Central at Universily

COME ONE!
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subject, and he was recruited at ·media big ~;hots like PBS president
his Seattle horne by FBI agent Hartford Gunn, Jr., New York
Lou Harris who knew he had been Times managing editor A. M,
trained in explosives by the Du Rosenthal and Val'iety TV critic
Pont Company. Harris later Neil Shayon.
provided money for Desmont to
Indeed, at one point in the live
buy fuses, blasting caps, etc.,. for discussion, after Rosenthal had
use in teaching University of
Washington radicals how to
manufacture and detonate bombs,
After aiding in the explosion of
a construction site near the U of
W campus, Desmond helped plan
the bombing of a local post office,
the particulars of which he
conveyed to the FBI and the
Seattle Police Department, who
arrested the group (including
Desmond) just after the qpmb was
thrown; "They let me out the
next morning," said Desmond,
"and gave me five hundred
dollars."
The Bureau took the usual
steps to kill Jacobs' story. Having
refused several Invitations to
comment on these events, the
police and FBI agents involved
waited until the last minute-they
seemed to know when the piece
was completed and ready to be ·
shown-to categorically deny all
three stories, labeling them
"malicious" and "libelous."
After Jacobs and Landau
feverishly adjusted the ~;cript at
the last minute to include these
sudden denials, J, Edgar Hoover
fired off a personal letter saying
the matter was being referred to
the Justice Department. Hoover's
.torpedo was hand-delivered to
NET's New York office, Oct. 6,
only hours before the story was to
be aired.
The segment was deleted from
that night's show, but three days
later NET ran a two-hour special
on the subject of why the story
was cut, ail:ing the entire segment.
In addition, the value of the
report and the mechanics of the
decision to cut it were rather
thoroughly discussed by Paul
Jacob:; and about a dozen other
panelists, among whom were

said Jacobs' piece represented
poor journalistic ethics, Jacobs
replied; "I coulcl easily bring the
New York Times' suppression of
the Bay of Pigs story· into this
discussion, so d9n't talk to me
about journalistic ethics!"

NEW YORK (UPI)- A Federal
Grand Jury Thursday indicted
nine city policemen and three
alleged gambling figures on
evidence produced by the Knapp
Commission investigation of
police corruption.
A 10th policeman was named
in a separate indictment charging
him with lying before the Grand
Jury during its investigation.
Among the policemen named, a
lieutenant and nine patrolmen
assigned to the 25th precinct in
East Harlem were accused of
conspiracy to protect an illegal
dice game last summer by taking a
$320 a month payoff.
Lt. Andrew C. Cassels, 39,

received $100 a month from the
gamblers, the indictment said.
U.S. Attorney Whitney North
Seymour Jr. said it was the second
indictment within 24 hours on
information supplied by the city.
appointed Knapp Commission
investigating police corruption.
Lt. Jack Kaminsky, 41, a
former supervisor of plainclothes
patrol was charged with perjury.
He allegedly lied to the Grand
Jury about taking money from
gamblers and others.
A bench warrant was issued for
Joseph Lentini, one or the alleged
owners of the dice game, Also
indicted were Louis Deangelis and
Anthony Piscano who were
charged with making the payoffs.
Se.ymour announced
Wednesday the indictment of two
policemen and six civilians. The
officers were charged with selling
narcotics.
20 present or former New York
policemen have been indicted in
the last two days. A Federal
~hand Jury in Newark, N.J.
Indicted eight policemen
Wednesday on charges of
conspil:acy, bribery and gambling.

Biology Dept. Illnesses
'ShowN o Correlation'

Linguistics Program Joins
Theoretical and Practical

Jury 'Rolls' 9 N.Y. Police
For Protecting Dice Game

The College Inn
If you are tired of . . .

Fruitcake Sale

Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,
Commuting, Hunting for Parking,

The home economics
department and Kappa Omicron
Phi will sponsor a fruitcake sale in
the lobby of the home economics
building Monday through Friday
from 12:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
3: 30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. The
fruitcakes are one half pound and
two pounds. The proceeds will be
used for scholarship§ awarded to
home economic students.
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UNM's Linguistics and
Language Ped<~gogy Program
unifies the theoretical and the
practical approach to linguistics
study. It serves as a bridge
between many areas of the
University.
"UNM is such an excellent
place for linguistic study of all
kinds," said Fred Chl:'eist, Acting
Chairman of the program's
coordinating committee. "It's an
ideal situation because it is so
close to several cultures."
The program was started in
1968 by Bernard Spolsky, who is
on leave this year in Israel for one
year. The coordinating committee
that controls the program is
composed of faculty representing
disciplines as seemingly unrelated
as speech, anthropology, and
elementary education. These
departments are unified in theh·
common interest in linguistics.
The program, however, has no
separate funding of its own. It is
presently funded under the
Navajo Reading Study Program's
$20,000 grant from the
'Department of the Interior's
Bureau of Indian Affairs, with
matching funds from the Ford

Foundation. But it bas no
"administrative teeth" of its own.
"One of our major concerns is
stability of financing,'' said
Chreist. "This is why the
University must take the program
over if it is to continue."
Gradman
Harry Gradman, the Program
Advisor, explained further. "A
grant just doesn't provide a
continuous base. Programs
financed by grants have a way of
running out when the grant runs
out." A Jequest, explained

WASHINGTON (uPi)=-s~nate
liberals sought Thursday to free
.Assistant Attorney General
William H. Rehnquist from his
lawyer· client relationship with
high administration officials in the
hope of pinning down his legal
philosophy as a Supreme Court
nominee.
In his second day before the
Sen<~te Judiciary Committee,
Rehnq uist repe&tedly dodged
probing questions on the grounds
they might become issues before
the Supreme Court or because he
t o ok p ar t in f or mi ng
administration positions as chief
leg<!l counsel in the Justice
Department.
Rehnquist said he could not
foresake "what I feel is my duty
to my client," whom he named as
President Nixon and Attorney
General John N. Mitchell.
Finally, Sen. Birch Bayh
(D-Ind.) said he would wdte
Nixc1n and Mitchell "before
sundown," asking them to waive
Re hnqu ist's privileged lawyerclient relationship. "We haven't
been able to get Bill Rehnquist's
philosophy," he complained,
No Objection
Sen. James 0. Eastland
(D·Miss), the co.mmittee
chairman, objected at first, then
relented saying "I am ready to
vote. Rehnquist agreed with Bayh
that Nixon and Mitchell had the
right to free him to :;peak, and
said he had absolutely no
objection to Bayh's attempt.
Before it returned to
questioning Rehnquist, the Senate
Judiciary Committee heard its
firat testimony on Lewis F. Powell
Jr., 64, the Richmond, Va.,

B-a~ A-ssociation's highest
recommendation for the Supreme
Court by unanimous vote.
Backecl at the hearing by ABA
President Leon Jaworski and six
predecessors, Powell, a former
ABA president hi:mself, was
introduced with high praise by
Virginia Sens. Harry F. Byrd Jr.
and William B. Spong Jr.
'Open-Minded'
Spong said Richmond avoided
the problems of other southern
cities "in large measure due to the
calm leade~;ship, the perceptive
judgment and the open - minded
and fair attitude" of Powell as
Richmond School Board
Chairman in· the late 1950s and
early 1960s.
The committee deferred
questioning Powell, however, to
get back to the cool, cautious
Rehnquist, 47, a former Phoenix,
Ariz., lawyer.
He refused to budge even when
Sen. Charles McMathias (R·Md.)
confronted him with an article
Re hnquist had written in the
1959 Harvard Law Review
rebuking the Senate for not
inquiring more fully into the
judiciary philosophy of Supreme
Court nominees.
Reflecting the feelings of
committee liberals, Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) said he
hoped to "get a better handle on
your own philosophy, You have

· Philippine Writer
F. Sionil Jose, Philippine writer
and publisher, will &peak
informally Nov. 8 between 2 and
4 p.m. at the UNM International
Centez, 1808 Las Lomas NE. The
program is open to the public.

SIMON'S TEXACO •

DID YOU KNOW?
Air Force ROTC Cadets re·
ceive over $tooo while still
in college.

been extremely cautious and
guarded in your responses in this
area."
'Help Us'
Later, Kennedy .asked in
frustration, "Well, help us. What
kind of q\lestions should we ask?"
Rehnquist, leaning back in the
witness chair, calmly replied in a
soft voi{!<:!, "I am simply not able
to."
Only in the area of wiretapping
did Rehnquist volunteer his views,
reminding the committee that at
the Justice Department he had
supported wiretapping in national
security cases and pre-trial
detention.
Asked by Sen. Hiram L. Fong
(R.·Hawaii) whether his statements
as a Justice Department advocate
reflected his own views,
Rehnquist replied, "Had I felt the
positions I was taking were utterly
obnmdous to me, I would have
resigned."
He indicated he would
disqualify himself in cases before
the high court testing the
constitutionality of wiretapping in
domestic security cases.

SERVICE

Complete
Automotive Service
242-0096 2100 Centre! SE

Gradman,
for status
as a division
or department
was presented
last _2la~w~y~er~w~h~o~w~o~n~tgh~c~J:.~m~cr~i~c~an~·d~;;,;;;,;;;,;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;,;;;;;;;,;b~~~~~~~~~~~~r;:~
spdng_ to the University
Administrative Committee.
The Afro-American Studies Program
Gradman is here from Indiana
under a one-year appointment.
His job is to "coordinate the
The University of New Mexico
program, advise students,
coordinate course offerings, and
Presents
~erve as the principal executive
officer of the coordinating
The Broadway Touring Company of
committee." He also teaches one
section of Linguistics 292, an
introduction to the study of
linguistics. This is the only course
offered directly from the
Linguistics and Language
Pedagogy Program.

Aid Bill Cut 40 PerCent
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee voted Thursday to
slice foreign aid legislation by
nearly 40 per cent in an effort to
steer the troubled proposal
through a balky Senate,
The committee divided. the
proposal into two separate billsone for economic and
humanitarian programs and the
other for military assistance- and
sent them back to the floor. They
total $2.3 billion, a sharp cutback
from the $3.6 billion the
administration requested,
The measure also was peppered
with foreign policy restrictions,
including Senate democratic
leader Mike Mansfield's
controversial amendment to
establish a national policy for
total withdrawal from Vietnam in
six months.
Earlier in the day, Senate and
House conferees accepted the
Mansfield amendment as part of
another bill- the annual military
procurement authorization
measure - but took out the
six-month restriction that a
majority of the Senate> wants.
The sharp cutbacks in the aid
bill were necessitated by last
Friday's surprising 41-27 Senate
vote to kill the bill after it was
:reduced to $2.9 billion.

DRUG counseling,
talk downs, FIRST AID
at
TRANSIT
Mesa Vista 1057
(across from Agora)

The Foreign Relations
Committee decided that steep
reductions would be necessary as
the price to get the Senate to
agree to anything.
But Chairman J. William
Fulbright (D-Ark.) said the
chances for either the economichumanitarian or military aid
measures were "marginal." He
predicted efforts to trim the
measure even farther would be
made.
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CSU Sf ill Trying; Site Grim in Tucson

Lobo·Guards Spearhead Wishbo/1-e-Offense

Big Noise From Speonk: BYU at ASU
By JIM PENSIERO

Oregon State (3-5} at

Arizona (3-4)
From first indications the
Arizona Wildcat's final home
game will most likely disappoint
the Tucson fans.
The 'Cats will be meeting the
Oregon State Indians, who haven't
exactly made banana bread out of
Pacific Eight opponents but the
usual quality of Pac·Eight teams
·sould be enough to outclass the
slipping Wildcats.

Earlier in the season the Indians
dropped the only WAC team of
national notoriety, the ASU Sun
Devils, and even the most near
sighted observers couldn't help
but notice that the Wildcats are
hatdly of the same caliber as the
Devils, By this circular process of
elimination it looks like an easy
one for Oregon St.

Indians have one of the toughest
lines in the nation.

Brigham Young
Arizona St. (5-1)

{5~3)

at

only the third time he has
managed to break into the
century mark this season,
We know exactly zilch about
Wichita State except their record
which is a so·so 2·5. Like we hav~
said all season, though Wichita
State isn't anything to paper walls
over they have won a few games; a
few more than CSU. If I was a
gambl!lr I'd Probably pass this
game up as small potatoes but in a
pinch, Wichita by a touchdown.

Most of the pre-season polls
picked ASU to be competing with
the Lobos for the WAC title and a
berth in the Fiesta Bowl. As it
Both on Rebound
now stands the Sun Devils are 4·0
If Arizona expects to be in WAC play, the Lobos are barely
successful their victory will have hanging in there with a 2·1 WAC
to come via the air lanes, as the slate (their sole WAC loss was a
60·28 laughter with ASU) and
BYU, who was picked for the Wyoming (4-4) at Utah State
cellai: is hot on the tail of Devils (6-2)
Different-New-Sandwiches
with a 3·1 record in league play,
After a few weeks of relative
Budget Priced-25¢ Draft-Fun
First Shutout
brillia~ce it seems as though the
Last weekend BYU picked up Wyommg Cowboys are settling
their first shutout of the season, a into a comfortable slump. This
16·0 joke with UTEP. Their Veer slump is especially comforting to
offense got 300 yards on the their next foe, Utah State.
ground, placed evenly between
The Cowboys beat Utah last
halfback Pete Van Valkenburg
( 9 5 ) , quarterback Dave Terry
(88), reserve fullback Dave Coon
(61) and starting fullback Steve
Every Monday, 5-7 p.m.
Stratton (57).
ASU meanwhile had more than
UNM head wrestling coach Ron
an ounce of difficulty with the Jacobsen said last week that his
Air Force Academy, trailing at fourth annual Takedown
halftime by 15·10. In the second Tournament will be held Nov. 21
everynight
half the t'ables turned as the Devils at Johnson gymnasium. And, for
went ahead to stay on a sustained the fourth year, Jacobsen hopes
Take 1·40 West-Tum North on Coors Road
drive in the third quarter. They
to have volunteer services from
put it away in the same quarter coaches to help with moving the
you can see it from there
when their explosive offense mats and to aid in officiating the
detonated for 21 points in 2:43 tournament.
span,
"Last year we had 213
You might cay that the Cougars wrestlers in the tournament and it
have a lot of courage, but courage is getting better every year,"
HAVE A GREAT HOMECOMING!
alone won't beat the WAC's most Jacobsen said. This year Jacobsen
versatile team, I can see the said he plans to have plaques for
alligator tears in Salt Lake City first place finishers and medals for
now.
second, third and fourth places,
"It has proved to be a good
MISS OUT ON
tournament to get back into the
CLASS RINGS?
Colorado State (0-7) at groove of things," said Jacobsen,
adding that it helps to "get all
Wichita State (2-5)
FRATERNITY
The Rams almost broke into open dates taken care of."
the win column last weekend,
RING lOST?
crumbling in the last seconds of
play to non•league opponent Utah
ORDER ••• UNM or any
State.
If they can duplicate their
UNIVERSITY ••• NOW
Battle of the Bulge like
FOR CHRISTMAS!
By JOHN HALL
determination against Wichita
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
State their efforts might be Senate Foreign Relations
rewarded, you never know,
Committee voted ThurSday to
Mall Orders
Clutch Leads Offense
revive the Foreign Aid Bill that
Leading their tepid offense is the Senate killed last Friday, but
}eltJelers
Accepted 'til
Lawrence
McCutcheon. The beefy with 40 per cent less money than
Nov. 19 for
halfback moved into third place the administration wanted.
Chrhtmos
Happiness is the
among WAG career rushers with
The White House quickly
Delivery
2354 yards. He has four games branded the committee's proposal
BUTIERFIELD COLLECTION
remaining to catch the record of as inadequate. "We are not
of diamonds, watches, jewelr~·
2649 set by ASU's Art Malone. satisfied with that level," said
He needs only a paltry nine yards press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler.
to catch second place John Ogden
2312 CENTRAL SE
PARKING at the Door
In a series of 14 roll·call votes,
of Brigham Young.
most of them extremely close,
He might be able to catch members divided their revived
~OCOCCCCOCC~OC~JCCCCCCCOCCCOCOOOCMalone if the Ram line can open Foreign Aids Program into two
as many holes as they did against separate bills-one for economic
Utah St. In that game the Clutch assistance and one for military
gained roughly 140, which was assistance,

PLAY ROOM BAR
IOc BEER

'Bull' and 'Goldie' Give Backs Running Room
By TOM REICHERT
Two signiCicant reasons why
· the Lobos are now ranked second
nationally in rushing offense are
their starting offensive guards,
Brad Bramer and Torn Walker.
Bull and Goldie (Bramer's and
Walker's respective nicknames) are

weekend, but the two previous
games were strictly Funk St. ai;
they lost to WAC enemies BYU
and UTEP.
'
Fox Leads Charts
The only thing th11t has been
encouraging for the Cowboys is
the success <J,Uarterback Gary Fox
has been having in the air. Fox
jumped onto the all·time passing
chart with a 242·yard
performance against Utah. He
now ranks eighth in all-time WAC
passers with 2765 yards.
Utah State meanwhile is having
a moderately SllCCessful season,
beating such alleged gridiron
stalwarts as New Mexico State and
Kansas State,
The Utags' poor showing
against Colotado State (17·16
victory) shows that they're ripe
for an upset and if Fox and Co,
are up for it yo1.1 might just see
one,

Grapplers Meet N ov .. 21

OLD TIME MOVIES

WELCOME ..•

Tom Walker

Jacobsen said the outlook this
year for his wrestling team "is
better than last year as we have
more experienced men on our
squad." He nddcd that the Lobus
are without the services of his two
top point· getters from last year,
Dave Van Mevercn and Alan
Petersen.
"We have a to1.1gh schedule this
year and a good trip to California
planned," commented Jacobsen,
"Our invitational tournament is
getting bigger and tougher every
year, with 14 teams planning to
enter this year,
Jacobsen's wrestlers have been
working out since the first of
September in preparation for their
season, which kicks off Dec. 2 in
Flagstaff, Ariz., in a match against
Northern Arizona,

the senior spearheads of Conch
Walt Kliuker's offensive line. Both
are prime candidates for All·WAC
honors and carry impressive
credentials.
Constant Starter
Bratner, a 6·1, 235 • pounder

The University of New Mexico
will celebrate its 47th ann1.1al
homecoming this weekend, with
the festivities highlighted by the
UNM·Utah football game at
University Stadium tomorrow at
1:30 p.m.
Utah, now 2·5 for the season,
absorbed a 29·16loss at the hands
of Wyoming last week, while the
Lobos were 34·28 victors over
Arizona in Tucson. The Lobos are
ttow 3·2·2 fur the season.
With starting quarterback
Gordon "Scooter" Longmire out

Then they sent the two
proposals to the floor for
consideration. Money in the two
bills totals $2.3 billion, sharp
cutback from. the $3.6 billion the
administration requested for the
fiscal year that began July 1,
Especially objecting to cuts in
"security assistance to southeast
Asia," Ziegler said "We have every
hope that the Senate will restore
amounts necessary to maintain a
comprehensive and balanced
Foreign Assistance Program."

~l\@ CJIEJWDIA

Intramural Action
Bowling
League 2
1. Nads

2. NADS
3. SIGMACJ:ll
4. ALVARADO

23·5
21-6
19·9

HALL(2)
18·10
5. PJ:llDELTA
14-14
THETA "A"
6. LAMBDA Clll ALPHA
0·28
0·28
7. SAE "B"
0·28
8. ONATE

Paddle Ball Doubles

Dave Chase and Fred Hammind
defeated Frank Sandry and Steve
Willis for the paddle ball doubles
championships.
Chase and Hamrnond. are
independents and Sandry and
Willis represent B.M.A.
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Klinker's. value to him as a
football player, Goldie Walker
declared, "He has taught me to
have confidence and made me
believe that I c.an beat any
defensive lineman."
·
Klinker will be nominating
Bramer to start Saturday against

Brad Bramer
Utah, This will be the 28th
consecutive nomination to the
starting lineup for Bramer.
Number 62 modestly said "'I guess
it's something to be proud of."
Bramer came to New Mexico
primarily because o.f the
opportunity it offered him to

Homecoming at UNM Tomorrow

Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Votes To Revive Foreign Aid Bill

~

from Claremont, Calif., was a
second team WAC choice last year
and has started every game for the
Lobos for three straight seasons,
Walker, who was an honorable
mention All·American at Hancock
J1.1nior College, is 6·0, 229 pounds
frorn Santa Maria, Calif.
The closely knit Lobo offensive
line is where both players enjoy
doing work. Neither has ever
played anywhere else and both
guards are now geared to UNM
head , coach Rudy Feldman's
Wishbone·Y offense.
Prefers
Piling up yards on the ground is
the Wishbone objective and
nothing could please Walker more.
"I really prefer a running
o:ffense," Walker stated. Bramer
added that the line really feels like
it is not doing the job if
quarterback Rocky Long has to
throw the ball, "We feel a little
dejected with the pass play," Bull
pointed out,
When it comes to recognition,
linemen always seern to fall a little
behind the Rocky Longs and Fred
Henrys. Bramer seemed to sum up
the line•nan's point of view when
he said "We do our job and take
pride when it is announced that
the holes were there for the
backs,"
Confidence Taught
Comrnen ting on coach

of action with a shoulder injury,
Utah coach Bill Meek is expected
to go with sophomore Don Van
Galder as replacement, Van
Galder will be joined by five and
possibly six sophomores in the
Ute offensive starting lineup,
Utah kicker Marv Bateman,
despite having two kicks blocked
by Wyoming last week, still
averages an even 50 yards a punt
thia :;ea:;on, the top in the nation.
Bateman has a 90·yard punt to his
credit this fall, a WAC record, and
has kept Utah opponents in their
end of the field with long kicks.
New Mexico, tops in the WAC
in rushing after 441 yards against
Arizona last week, will find
Rocky Long at quarterback, Nate
McCall and Fred Henry at the
halfback slots, and sophomore
Rich Diller at fullback. Henry is

back after a week's rest because of
an injury. He was ably replaced by
senior Larry Korpitz, who scored
three times against the Wildcats.

the landlord said they could have
all the parties they want, Along
with their four roommates, they
just may be having a post-game
celebration Saturday night.

start as a sophomore.
Walke~:, who redshirted a, year
after transferring from junior
college, opened last season as a
starter and has been there ever
since, He had perhaps his finest
game as a Lobo this season against
New Mexico State when he was
nominated for WAC offensive
player of the week.
Pros Considered
Bull and Goldie, who are bot}).
physical education majors, are
harboring ambitions of trying out
for professional ball. Each has
received questionnaires already
from the professionals.
Their incentive to win on the
football field is also evident in
another athletic !!ndeavor that
they and other Lobo football
players are involved in. It's the
GoNads intramural team, whose
goal is to win the university
intramural championship. Tom.
and Brad bowl for the first place
GoNad team and also compete in
mushball, handball, and wrestling.
Pottery Made
Off the field, Bramer can be
seen on the golf course, skiing, or
even making pottery.
One of Tom's hobbies is having
parties at their famous
six·bedroom home at 315 Iron
SW. Bull and Goldie looked all
summer for a place, until they
stumbled on this mansion where

Weekend Water Polo
Lobo coach John Mechem's
Water polo team will host the
University of Utah in a dual meet
this weekend at the UNM pool.
Featured in. the meet are the
Lobos' Edc Hanson and Matt
Henry who played important roles
in the win over Wyoming last
weekend to capture the
championship in the Air Force
Academy Water polo tournament,
Game times are slated for 7: 30
p.rn. Friday and 9 a.m. Saturday,

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor
Stout

Bhud:cla'5
I
!~

11

J
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.... ..

•
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Sandwich Shop
.. ...

....

..

.... ...... ..

... ... •

'11. ..

ov~r 30
Different
Sandl'tiches
Mon-Sat

a.m.--a a.m.
Sun

11 a,m.-1 a.m.
L600 Central SE

1 .....

842·6736

.,

-· .
\

BIG RED IS HERE
"RED PIN BOWLING"
NEW MEXICO UNION
GAMES AREA
Monday and Tuesday
12:00 Noon to 5:00 PM
November 8 and 9, 1971
-wh&n the head pin is RED and you
throw a strike-you win a
freegomell

...

-~-.,

!

)

''

.I '

WHAT HAVE YOU GOT
TO LOOSE?????
(COME ONE, COME All)

SlGNUPAT
NEW MEXICO UNION
GA\\ESAREA

.

BRACKEN
Auto

~~
.

IN CONCERT

POPEJOY HALL

ONE NIGHT ONLY THURSDAY, Nov. ''. 8: 15~

§
§

TICKETS $4•50-$ 4.00-$a.SO-$:l.00-$ 2•50

.

STUDENTS $l.OO DISCOUNT

ON SALE: POPEJOY BOX OFFICE
SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO.

ANGE-A-TAPE
SAN MATEO NE

1
'i
~

.

Every Picture Tells a Story
Rod Stewart $2.99
Jesus Christ Superstar $4.25
L.A. Woman $2.99 Doors
Albraxas $2.99 Santana
Aqualung $2.99 Jethro Tull

free parts locater service
11

..

1

Complete Engines
trans~ssions-g lass

v.w.

Used
Parts

266-0550 7:00am-midnight Across from Johnson Gym
• '· ,· ···.·. · ·~ ....~.. ,_ ·.~~--·~·"'--. ·.
., :":

§ ---~-~~~~~I.<>~~X::Ii::Fi;:~ ... :::
b..c--we--~wr~~~~..o-..aJ ~:l!JS-:J:"A..'O"~.A.~ar'

• J,

'

I

Auto Parts

~

Hoffmantown Shopping Center

i

phone 877-5355
2615 Coors SW

Remember Summer Cookouts
Get that same flavor
with our
Broiled Hamburger

·~'-< j

..

Dismantlers

~

'

~

COMEAUI

1 . . .~

•

•

STARTING NOVEMBER22, 1971

COMEONEI

435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

-

!

I

l~-

Pagt' 10

Used Radios
$5.00 and Up

I
I

I
'

'

NEW MEXtCO LOBO

•

.•

I,

Hoffmanfown Shopping Center
296-0311

I

-

,,

' "<

. ...

" ; ·t

~··~

.

I
I

I
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CAMPUS B RIEFs-~--~--- ~
Black Student Union

7:30 p'.m. and recognition o(
The Black Student Union will student nchievf,lments and special
be giving a banquet Nov. 7 for all awards will be presented. Students
black students attending UNM planning to attend are asked to
andtheU.o!A.Oinnerwillbeat
leave their name at the
,::.:..:...:.:.:..:~.:....:_;_....:..:______________- - - - - - - - ,

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, ~0 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. It ad I$ to
run th·e or more consecutive QftYB with
no change!! the .rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,

A D V E R T. 1. S I N G
WHERE: Journalism Bllildlns;, Room
205, afterooons preferably or m111il.
Classi"ed Advertisin"'
"
"'
UNM P,O, Bo:x; ~0
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of -advefi;!J!emcnt

PERSONALS

1)

MEN'S contraceptives, Imported and best
American brands. Details free. Samples
& Catalog, Sl. POP·SERVEl, Box 1205X, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, 11/5
WJI,J, HFii,P WlTH RENT for J'ln.rt timP
use of a house. Leave wessage, 256·1021.
11/ll
TERRIFIC GARAGE SALE: Nov. 6 nnd
7-1403 16th St. NW, 11/5
NEED TO RENT a 3·4 bedroom house
with fireplace, close tc:> campus. Must
have by beginning of January. Please
call 277-3l66 or 277-4284. 11/9
!IELP SOLVE PARKING and highway
problems in Albuquerque with non-profit
brganlzation. Cnll Joe Brawley, 265·7661,
11/G

AGORA-When you need somebody to listen, we'll be there. Talking, reasoning,
and coffee no extra. Any twenty-four
hours. NorthwC$t corner Mwa Viata, 2773013 11/5

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST NOV, 3. Black Shin¥ Dog, Medium
size. Answers to Max. 242-5954, 210
Maple NE. 11/11
LOST: FEMALE LABRADOR PUPPY
w~arlng red bal!danna. Call Jeanie, 2559388, 11/10
LOST: BOY'S CLASS RI:NG-Geology.
Return to Geology 141. Reward. 11/10
FOUNP-One brown curly-haired fcmnle
puppy. Found Oct. 30 near Union. Call
Sam 255-7187, ll/6
:REWARD: Lost 11t Sub, black purse. Need
ID's, Glasses. 247-:noli.
FOUND-Man's ring, Mitchell Hall 108.
May claim Rm, 205, Journalism. 11/5
LOST: Military I.D. Reward. ASTRID
TOPP, 110 HOKONA ZUNI. 277-4883.
11/8
FOUND near campus. Brown, short-haired,
female puppy, 344-4602 evenings. 11/6

SERVICES

3)

TYPING-Term papers, etc. 40c per page,
straight copy, 266-2489. 11/11
TUTOttiNG-all aubjccts-aiJ levels, Ex.
perlenced, certified or coJieqe teachers.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 296-8100, 12/7
PAINTING: Reasonable-Neat. FREE ES·
TIMATES. Call after 5 :30. 266-1071.
11/5
X£ROX COPIES ()f your thesis-Fast and
reasonable service. Arrangements Unllmlted-107 Girard SE. 265·8379. 11/5
RESIDENTIAL TYPEWRITER AND
ADDER. IJervlce, cleanl')d and rePaired.
Reasonable prices. Call 242·5064, week
dnys and weekCllds. a.a. 11/G
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedclintr. You or
What~ver, ~42-71l68. 12/8

4)

FORRENT

1 DEDR!l-1. Cochiti SE., 1 wk. Call 206•
1073 nfter 5:20 until pd. 11/G

5) FORSALE
1971 SUPER BEFiTLE, 6,000 mllffi, full
warranty, best offer. Pete 266·4368. 11/9
NO BEAUTY', runn good. 'G3 Chcv. Stand·
nrd six. $1GO. 266·0741. 11/9
VW BUS. Motor just rebuilt and rebuilt to
run. Good body and tim. 1964. $92G,
21i6-778G. 11/li
SKI TOURING, WINTER CAMPING,
AND SNOWSHOEING TRIPs-Sound
fntcrcfltlng? Let the Outdoor Specialists
nt The Trail Hn\1!1 show you the equipment that. will make your trip n reality
-Skio, Snowshoes, Clothing, Tents,
Dngs, Foods, Boots, Rentals, and Service
-1031 San Mateo SE. Free Cntalog
Avnllablc. 11/G
FOR SALE OR TnADE for good cyde-1960 Fleetwood. Condition - E~ecllcnt;
tires nncl engine. Phone 3116. 11/11
GARRAttD StllliB Turntable, llnsc, Cover,
Aeel'SS-Ori('!), Shure M91E Cartridge, 2569004. 11111
~
70 MAVERICK. Standard Trans., Radld,
ll3,GOO mlk>, 8000. 877-3737 nft~r 6 pm.
11f11
IJ.l<;LLS ON SALE only $6.00 at Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243-G91i4.
USED FUR COATS, $1G.00-$30.00, while
they Just. THE DEAD SHAMAN. 11/lG
'46 Chmr. pick-up, new (!llgine, mechanfeally excellent. $300. 265-3292. 11/G
NEW SHIPMENT - Used sul!de and
ll!llther coats. $2.50 and Up. THE BEAD
SHAMAN, 401B San Felipe NW. Old
Town, 842-9588. 11/5
8x37 SPARTAN _TRAILER. Call Mel,
Ext. 4532 dl\ys, 877•9259 evenings, 11/5
ONE SIAM ttUDY1 .92 carat: two Amethysts, ,45 aud .50 carats. AU are
genuine atones. Price negotiable, Call
268-3745 after 0:00 p.m. 11/5

.....__..,_,_~

Repair & ~laitHcnancc
on all foreign cars

9oreign Car Specialis1s
333 Wvominl!' Blvd. :"'E
Free Estimates
265·5901

Page 12

5) FORSALE
KASTLE 205a with Marker Bindings
J..,unge Boots, size 8¥.:. Darrecr11fter poles.
Uaed 1 aeason. Original Cost $285, Sell
!or $150. See McDonald at ,Journalism
205 after 4,
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
gifts. The :Mind Shaft, lOGA Cornell
12/8
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &
Records, Brothers Music. 1831 Central
NW •. 242·3746. 11/5
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
30-60% on Diamcmd rings. 344·6349,
11/16
TURTLENECK SWEATERS. Large selec·
tion in man:Y colors and fnb.rics. LGbo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE. 243-6954,
10/19
67 TRIUMl'H-200 Collector's item. Extra
wheels, parts. 247-2148, Dennis, 11/5
1063 VW completely overhauled engine.
$600. Call Saturday only, ~96-0111. 11/5
TIES ONLY $2.60. Excellent selection in
beautiful colors. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 243-6964. ;1.0/19
LEATHERBELLBOTTOMS ·A-~N-D-J~A~C:::'K:c"
ETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 10/16
66 GMG, 6 cyl. Front grill. Rear hitch.
49,000 miles. $895, 242-1795. 11/10
1964 FORD FALCON. New motor. trans~
mission and batten·. $275. 912 Forrester
NW (near 8th and Lomas). 11/10
FANTASTIC GARAGE SALE, Sunday,
Nov. 6. George Springer, 3620 Dakota
NE. 11/15
FULl; DRUM SET-Ludwig, Best off'er.
Contact Susan Hundley, :;!77-4332. 11/10
CORVAIR, '66. Good condition. 842·8297.
11/10
FffiEPLACE WOOD for sale UNM Student.
247·9170. 11/8.
1971 CASSETTE TAl'E 'PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recorillns;.
277-4296, 20/12
NEW 1971 ZlG ZAG SEWING MA·
CHINES. These mll<'hines hAve built
in control~' for sewing on buttoM; monograms, ete. $35 each. Cash or terms.
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 9. Sundaya 12·5. tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-FM multi-plex eerco-radlo with
black out dial and built in etereo S-track
recorder player. With large BSR chang.
er. And huge 6 air suspension speaker
SYBtem. Compare at $450. Limited sup.
p)y-$199.115 each. Cash or terms. United
Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9, Sundays 12·5. tt'n
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S, $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-6987. 12/20

6)

EMPLOYMENT

COLLEGE MEN, Earn $76.00 a week average part time call 2-l2·01i53. Ask for
Mr. Garcia. 11/li
:HELP WANTED GRADUATE STUDENTS. MALE. Save-Way Liquors. IJ704
Lomas Blvd. NE. Phone 256·2062. 11/5

7) MISCELLANEOUS
VACATIONS COMING UP! Visa and
Pa~sport lnformntion, Call Joe Brawley,
2Gu·7611. 11/16
TWO GIRLS NEED RIDE East (Atlanta)
on or after Nov. 6. Call 344-UGG. 11/9
GROOVEY PUPPIES FOR FREE. 420
Princeton SE, 266·7782. 11/9
liAllRIS TWEEI) SPORTS COATS, $30.00
caeb, New Arrivals from England. Also,
Navajo rugs, many interesting imports.
Freed Company, 416 Central Ave. NW.

ihief Red Fox Remembers

Il

Afro-American Studies office,
1812 Las Lomas or call the office
no later than Thursday at 5 p.m.

"Chief Red Fox Remembel,'s,"
a public _affairs program, will _be

SBA Speakers

R~~~~-~s~:~~,~~h~P~T.1 ~~;~~!~;r~i~~~i:~~~~s;;~t:~:----

be 101 this spring, discusses the
battle of Little Big Horn his
uncle Chief Crazy Horse and the
Siou~ way of life.
'

P t R d'
James oery
Welch, ea
the1ng
Blackfo?t

Drama Stick

. h~~e a
T?e ~rama--.
Stick will
readmg to cast a new play, .The
I m P o r t a ~,c e of Bel n. g
Kwernrooster, at 7:30 Nov. 8 m
the Newman Center Lounge.
Acting experience is welcome, but
newcomers are encouraged to try
out.

Poetry Series and is free to the
public.

Xndian poet . from Montana, wlll
read hjs poems in the Honors
Center lounge Nov. 5 at 8 p.m.
The reading js sponsored by the

Theodore Parnall, assistant
professor of law, will speak on
primitive law Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. in
room l01. of Bratten Hall of the
Law School.

-----------

At the end of 1969 there were

314 farming cooperatives in
California. Now isn't that
interesting as all hell.

"iii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;

•

Quito Oub
All ex-Quitinos and interested
students are invited to an
organizational meeting Nov. 11,
Union 250·E at 8 p.m.

Guess Who
The Guess Who and Gypsy will
play at a concert Nov, 6 in
University Arena as part of
Homecoming festivities. Tlckets
are $4 in advance for UNM
students ($4.50 for others), will
he $1 more the day of the
concert.

Biochemist Speaks
Dr. Ker1$al Van Holde, Oregon
State University biochemist, will
speak at Nov. 5 at 4:30 in room
101 of the Chemistry Building.
Dr. Van Holde's talk on electric
dichroism of DNA and
nuclcohistones js free and open to
all interested persons.

INGMAR BERGMAN'S t:~~:t!~~

THE VIRGIN SPRING

NOW COMPLETE FOR THE FIRST TIME
NEW YORK CENSOR CUTS RESTORED

Gene Gallegos
Gene Gallegos will be at an
informal meeting Nov. 6 in room
231-E of the Union, The meeting
is sponsored by the Young
Democrats.

SATURDA.Y·tO:Jo P.M. ONlY

~ftr_£ ~1.50·HIL.&~ND

Calling U

Bkt•••q

•
lsi

-_.znt

BANNED FOR 30 YEARS

Ftiday, November 4,1971
Alumni Association Homec(lming
Registration, Union 2nd Floor Lobby,
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
JSRAD, Union 231·C, 8 a.m.· 1

THIS IS NOT FOR THE
FAiNT OF HEART1 NOR
FOR THE UNBELIEVING
EVERY CHARACTER IS

p.m.

Student Aids, Union 253, 8:30

a.m.- 5 p.m.

Campus Crusade for Christ, Union
231-A, 9 a.m.
Dept. of Educ, Foundations, Union
2310-E, 9 a.m.-4:30p.m.
ASUNM Public Relations, Union
230, 9:30 a.n:l.'.- 12 .noon.
Legislative UniversitY Studv
Committee, Union 230, 10 a.m.· 12
noon.
Alumni Association Board of
Directors, Union 250A-E, 12 .noon1:30p,m..
Campus Crusade for Christ, Union
231•A. 12 noon· 3:30p.m.
ASUNM l'1.tblic Relations, Union S.
Ballroom, 1:30 • 4:30 p,m,
Legislative University Study
Committee. Union Ballroom, 1:304:30 p.nt.
Film Committee; "MY Little
Chickadee;" "The Fatal Glass of Beer,"
Union Thcatet, 8 and 10 p.m.
Campus Security, Union Cafeteria,
11 p.rn. • 12 midnight.

BIZARRE
GRUESOME

AND
MACABRE
7:15
9:45

jim 'Wark
*PLUS*

Foreign and American
Car Service

~·;;:.~::~; f,

''ANDALUSIAN DOG" 1:20 l l O.S~
& 1101MINYIA" at t:4S only I

3

UNIT

SHOCK:

SHOWI

36291\:Ionte Vista 268-7592
;!,IU!IIIlllllllllllllllllllltllliiiiiiiiiiHIIllllli!III!IIIIIIU:IIIIlliUIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllfllrllllllllllllll!lllllllllll!llllllliiiiiiiTIIflii!HIIImllllllmlllmntlllllllmmllllftlllllllltliiJ§

i

!

Carnal

Knowledge.
Mike N"Khols,Jack Nkholson.candice Bergen,

ArthurGarfunketAnn·Margrea and Jules kiffer.
Panavision®· Technicolo~

·1

&

31e/WEEI<.

• LOBO •

!

I "Neve:~~:;;I:::::~~::·~reak" I
I

"The Great McGonide"

I

~

Nov:.~~eB~:;r!.~aton

~

admission 75¢

8, 10 PM

I,~,~.,...,.~~~~.~.~~~~.~:,~~.~~.~~~~,,~,,.,,,~,~,,J
NEW MEXICO LOBO

